Advice for Mister Trump

By Anna Von Reitz

Produce his own handwritten Common Law Express Trust and tell the “NY” Grand Jury to sit on it and spin.

Why? Because they are not his “peers” and he is not a member of the city. Their ideas and “laws” don’t pertain to him, but if he wants to he can slap a $200 million lien on the Prosecutor and demand his Performance Bond.

Ouch.

Then he can explain things to the “United States Secretary of State” and rest of the world — that he retained his unlimited right to contract and he and Stormy Dear both agreed to a simple Performance Contract. Ms. Daniels is a “professional Performer” so he paid her to perform.

Their private contract was he paid her a sum of money and the performance required for that consideration was for her to go away and leave him and his family alone.

There is nothing immoral or illegal about paying someone to leave you alone.

And Ms. Daniels agreed.

Why they contracted like this is their business. The fact that it was a Performance Contract is plain on the face of it (otherwise, you’d have to assume that she black-mailed him). And what it required — to shut up and go away — is a perfectly legal and lawful thing for anyone to do.

Remember — he has an unlimited right to contract and so does she; once they agreed and he gave her the money, and she accepted it, she has to perform.

Now, she is trying to break the contract after the fact, and come back for more attention and money.

That’s not how contracts work.

Not at all.
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